EPiSERVER Content Management System

Hero Slider Types

There are currently four different Hero Slider types available. Each Slider type functions in a unique way.

1. **Hero Slider Container**

A Hero Slider Container is created and housed in the Assets Pane. This Hero Slider type is used to show one image at a time and scroll through the other images in an allotted time interval or when manually clicking through the image series.

2. **Hero Slider Rotator Image Collection**

A Hero Slider Rotator Image is created and housed in the Global Components Folders within the department site. This Type of Slider will show multiple images within groups. Each image will refresh with another image from its group in an allotted time interval.

3. **Refreshable Hero Slider Container**

A Refreshable Hero Slider is also created and housed in the Global Components Folders within the department site. The Container type will show one image and will only change on page refresh.
4. Hero Slider with Text Overlay

A Hero Slider with Text Overlay is created and housed within the Assets Pane. A media folder is created for the hero slider images. This Hero Slider type is used to display text and links over an image within a hero slider. Images will show one at a time in an allotted time interval or when manually clicking through the image series.